
River Grove SAC Meeting Agenda 
December 13, 2018 (5:30-6:30 pm) in A-5 

 
Present: Lisa Stephens, Jackie Clee, Cindy Herzog, Brett Dodson, Lisa Bates, David 
Lageson, Jamie Harwood, Alana Kent 

 
● River Grove Bond Improvement Assessment Report (for summer 2019 work) - Q 

& A with Dave Lageson (Bond Team). 
○ Dave shared the Bond Improvements document, giving overview  
○ a certain percentage of funds must be allocated to accessibility efforts if 

other work needs to be completed (which it does) 
○ discussed ADA bathroom need and budget constraints (especially for 

buildings scheduled to be replaced within 5-10 years) 
○ safety and security are top priority in district right now, as well as 

addressing deferred maintenance issues 
○ RGE rebuild -- we’re going off an initial bond currently (believe this work 

will go through 2021); at that time, a 2nd bond will be put to vote; if 
approved, we will have funding to begin using in planning and design in 
2022 (takes at least a year to plan/design); 2023-2024 - rough estimate of 
time to replace RGE and LOJH; 2nd bond is to cost residents less than 1st 
bond, 3rd bond scheduled to cost residents nothing 

○ 3 elementary schools identified by district as long-term: OCE, WR, Hal -- 
as buildings that will last 30+ years, therefore getting a much broader 
scope of renovations than other buildings 

○ RGE: deferred maintenance: roof issues, boiler, heat/ventilation 
○ Schematic Design phase is complete; currently in Design Development 

phase; Schematic Design cost estimates done and cost exceeded budget; 
couldn’t ask for additional funding (due to RGE and LOJH needing to be 
replaced), therefore had to do scope reduction 

○ in blue area: interior -- ceilings, paint, some flooring, mechanical 
improvements (ventilation/heat) 

○ A1 and A2 (covered play area): seismic upgrades (up to Level 4 standards 
- meaning can immediately go back inside) 

○ additional: door hardware upgrades, brick repair, MakerSpace - extra 
large portable with two restrooms and plumbing, ceiling tiles, secure 
vestibule (to secure main building) 

○ re: security, team that came to evaluate said the best way to secure a 
campus like ours would be with fencing and secure access gates; district 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B3TCVVMeuKpPSFBQSEo5WmVDbFVZYjBtR3V1MktMYmZNZWhr/view?usp=sharing


is waiting for official report from consultants re: what to do; district has said 
they will be adding secure vestibules as a first step with other safety 
measures to follow 

 
Notes/Questions from 11/8/18 meeting: 

● DAT (Design Advisory Team) Meeting:  
○ talked about bringing out another portable (larger than the others) that 

would be equipped with things needed for STEM/STEAM 
○ may also get a STEM/STEAM teacher at every elementary school (a 

licensed position, like a special) 
○ ETA - summer 2019; therefore, staff will have essentially NO access to 

building over the summer 
○ LS raised question re: why we’re investing money to fix problems when 

the building has many more needs; DD shared that even if bond passes, 
the building of a new school would likely still be 5-10 years out 

■ secure vestibule was a recommendation from LOSD that Board 
endorsed with mandate that this will happen at all buildings 

○ DD shared a vestibule entrance will be designed to secure entrance (more 
details to come) 

○ RS shared concern over investing money as a short-term solution that 
may impact willingness to invest in long-term solutions 

■ if 2nd bond passes, there’s already language for that bond that isn’t 
changing that states there will be completely new facilities to 
replace RGE and LOJH 

■ if 2nd bond doesn’t pass, there are no assurances that anything will 
happen without that bond; general recognition that if it doesn’t pass, 
they will have to circle back and look for other ways to address 
remaining needs 

○ AB asked if improvements align with district initiatives; DD explained 
Westridge was selected for more improvements at this time because that 
building will be staying 

○ discussion re: parking lot expansion & improvement needs, especially 
additional lighting 

■ expanding parking: building new parking areas -- these days there 
are a lot of code requirements regarding adding this; it’s an 
expensive development; last numbers Dave looked at were in 2016 
and at that time in Portland-Metro area, surface parking complete 
and meeting code cost at least $6000 per space; since 2016 cost of 
construction has gone up a lot 



■ lighting: this is not something that has been talked about with this 
renovation budget but he recognizes the need and feels it could be 
done in conjunction with this project and funding could be found 
from another source; he takes this concern very seriously 

○ RS raised concern over logistics with making bathrooms ADA compliant 
and losing stall space 

■ reducing the number of fixtures would be an issue because there 
are code requirements for number of fixtures; grandfathered in until 
they go in and modify, so if they came in and reduced to add an 
ADA compliant bathroom, they would have to adjust the number in 
another way 

■ BD: asked about activators; Dave talked about pull or push tension 
to make it accessible; they will make improvements to main building 
restrooms to make sure they meet ADA requirements  

■ secure vestibule access: students would need to be buzzed in/out 
in order to access the ADA restroom; Dave recognizes the 
challenges with vestibule access at our building; talked about 
student traffic patterns and that doors would impact this; BD asked 
about badge access outside of vestibule 

○ RS asked Randy Miller about enclosing the walkways between buildings 
and he said no; wondering why… 

■ Dave assumes the answer was ‘no’ because it would be very costly 
without meeting ventilation concerns 

■ there are ways to solve this without building walls, including some 
type of rails/fencing 

■ Dave said because this has been brought up several times now, it 
might be worthwhile to do a walk-through and calculate cost for 
possible solutions to this 

○ LS suggested changing the chain-link fencing by the recycling to remove 
the roof access teenagers regularly use climb up on top of the roof  

■ Dave can look into this 
○ DD brought up the soundproofing concerns with music being adjacent to a 

learning environment; currently next to TIA room, which impacts our most 
vulnerable readers who often already struggle with attention challenges 

■ Dave shared that sound ‘proofing’ is challenging; have to research 
and figure out where the noise transference is occurring (may be 
through duct work); can add some surface treatments to reduce the 
noise transference; something with more mass stop noise from 
coming through 



○ parents would like a cafeteria; DD talked about how this would allow for 
more instructional time by consolidating lunch times; could open up new 
possibilities for master schedule; AB said we could be the pilot school for 
this 

■ this could be a possibility for next bond measure 
■ current challenges: not enough tables/desks and students are 

having to eat on the floor at this time; can’t use gym currently 
because we have so many students that there wouldn’t be time in 
the day to have lunch in there 

○ can ask Dave Lageson additional questions at Dec. meeting 
○ questions re: Lakeridge Junior High process 

■ LJHS website has a timeline  
■ Bryant campus to move into portables on other side of campus 

after winter break 
■ summer 2020 - estimated completion 

 
Questions/Feedback from Brett Dodson (absent) via email: 
RG Bond Improvement report 

● Where is the vestibule and technology upgrade report? Does it include bullet 
proofing of the front of the school exterior facing windows? 

○ bulletproof is not terminology used anymore; bullet resistant and intrusion 
proof (whatever an intruder would use to break the glass, the glass will 
crack but won’t break -- School Guard glass - takes at least 8 minutes with 
sufficient force to break through, allowing enough time for 1st responders 
to arrive before penetrating building) for a period of time is what they will 
be using; at each location, additive alternate approach - all ground level 
glass throughout school will be School Guard glass (this was a recent 
directive that came out) -- they will get bids; new junior high, all ground 
level glass will be School Guard glass 

○ Q: bullet resistant up to what caliber? 
● In paragraph 3 page 1 it mentions that “this project” will look into the 

development of STEM/STEAM and makers spaced. I don’t see any further 
mention of it in the report? What converted classrooms? My understanding is we 
are at/over capacity and do not have any available rooms to convert. Does this 
mean the bond includes a school boundary change? 

○ MakerSpace will be a modular (portable); RGE has a capacity cap that is 
enforced by the city; what we have to do to get the permit is provide 
documentation showing it’s not intended to increase capacity, it doesn’t 
add students, it supports a program 



● Plumbing I do not see any mention of testing, adding in more filtered water 
fountains. During the raccoon run we heard that we could not fill up water bottles 
because the water in some of the classrooms is not safe. Can you update us on 
the plumbing, testing of water, where are the kids supposed to drink from and 
where not? 

○ Dave said there are tests done regularly for lead and other hazardous 
materials; this is all public material; water quality tests done at least 
twice/year 

○ Dave can check with Brent to see how often filters are checked and 
replaced 

 


